CIDT@30 in Nepal and a Decade or Working with the Livelihoods and Forestry Programme (LFP).
P.N.Dearden@wlv.ac.uk

Namaste! Good evening and Welcome everyone. Thank you
all for coming to what I hope will be a very special evening of
celebration. A celebration of CIDT working in Nepal for
some thirty years now but more importantly a celebration of
a Decade of Livelihoods and Forestry Programme – known
by most simply as LFP.
I hope that each of you has a copy of the document “A
Decade of the Livelihoods and Forestry Programme.”
I also hope that each of you has a copy of the CIDT@40
booklet. www.wlv.ac.uk/pdf/cidt-brochure.pdf
We will be making reference to these documents throughout
the presentations.
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We are very honoured here this evening to have the Right
Honourable Lord Paul of Marylebone PC with us.
Lord Paul is our Chancellor at the University of
Wolverhampton and its great pleasure to have him here to
say a few words by way of introduction to the evening.
Lord Paul…
A Celebration of CIDT’s 30 years in Nepal
As Chancellor of the University of Wolverhampton, it gives me
great pleasure to welcome you here this evening in celebration
of the Centre for International Development and Training’s 30
years of work in Nepal.
The work of the Centre for International Development and
Training, known as CIDT, is essential to helping developing
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nations build strong infrastructures. Run through the University of
Wolverhampton, CIDT is a self-financing, not-for-profit centre. It
is committed to working with others to achieve the Millennium
Development Goals of poverty reduction and sustainable
development by providing services such as training, professional
development, project management, and technical assistance.
The CIDT’s work in Nepal began in the early 1980s helping to
establish the Lumle and Pakhribas Agricultural Research stations
in the hills of Western and Eastern Nepal.
Over time, CIDT has developed a reputation for providing quality
service and expertise resulting in the awarding of a number of
high profile contracts to manage key projects and train staff.
A key partner for the Centre has been the Department for
International Development, a relationship which began with CIDT
staff being involved and providing advisory assistance with the
ten year Department for International Development Livelihoods
and Forestry Programme. This partnership culminated in the
awarding of a multi million contract for CIDT to provide financial
and advisory services to the Livelihoods and Forestry
Programme.
The University of Wolverhampton is very proud of the work of
CIDT and the involvement with the Livelihoods and Forestry
Programme. As we come to the official end of the contract, it is
with great pleasure that we look back on the many successes of
the programme, and on the hard work of staff of the Livelihoods
and Forestry Programmes and partnership organisation who
have achieved so much. Thank you for your tireless efforts.
Finally, let me take the time to sincerely thank you, our honoured
guests, for joining us here this evening, and I hope you enjoy the
event.
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Thank you very much Lord Paul.
Last Year CIDT celebrated it’s 40th Anniversary. After a lot of
debate we decided that we should put together a small booklet to
document our 40 years of history. We also decided we should hold
a couple of events:
Firstly we held a global poverty lecture for all interested staff and
students. We were delighted at the big turn out for this lecture
conducted by the Global Poverty Team.
Secondly, we held a party and invited as many ex-staff and
students as we could. We had a big turnout of some 160 people
and we had a great party!
At the bottom of this slide you can see a few of the images of
these events.
We were celebrating 40 years and tonight we celebrate 30 years of
work in Nepal.
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Over the past 30 years, some of you present here this evening,
have visited Wolverhampton. Some of you may have visited
Wolverhampton Polytechnic fondly often called “Wolves Poly”
Some of you have visited the University.
Briefly, the Wolverhampton Technical College evolved into the
Polytechnic which some 21 years ago evolved into the University
of Wolverhampton. Quite a journey!
As you can see CIDT is a relatively new name and over the years
we have changed our name several times reflecting the work we
do and the changes in international development.
Interestingly we started off as the “Overseas Unit “ and then
changed to the “Agricultural Education and Training Unit” – AETU.
This very much reflected the emphasis on Agriculture in the 1970
and 1980s.
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We started work in Nepal in the 1980s when Geoff Wilkinson –
seen here at our 40th Party alongside me – was involved in the
very early days of setting up Lumle and Pakhribas agricultural
research stations in the west and east of the country. In those
days neither areas had any roads and all Geoff’s early work
entailed several days walking just to get to the stations.
Many staff of the two stations attended the Overseas Technical
Teachers Award (OTTA) course at Wolverhampton Polytechnic.
Indeed its great to have some of you present here this evening.
Those of you familiar with Lumle and Pakhribas will know how
much has changed in the past 30 years. Indeed the changes in
both areas have been truly remarkable.
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Nearby Pakhribas in the Koshi Hills in the East is the Uttarpani
Technical School. As you can see it has a very dramatic location
nestling in the shadows of some of the worlds most beautiful
mountains.
In the late 1980 I had the pleasure and privilege of working with
colleagues – notably Bob George - from Wolverhampton
conducting several one month training and teaching methodology
courses at Uttarpani. It was a formative time for us all.
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We also conducted a series of courses at Jiri Technical School.
Hands-on teaching and training courses were followed by a series
of curriculum development courses and a lot of curriculum
development work.
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Over a five year period all the new Technical Schools made really
excellent progress with new applied courses and the development
of new curricula. All this work was overseen centrally by the
Council for Technical Education and Vocational Training (CTEVT).
At the time CTEVT was led by the visionary Professor Suresh Raj
Sharma who made a huge contribution to national development
through the work of CTEVT.
Prof Sharma later left CTEVT to establish Kathmandu University
and become it first Vice Chancellor. We will hear more about
Kathmandu University later this evening from my own Vice
Chancellor Professor Geoff Layer.
Meanwhile I would like us to pay respect to Professor Suresh Raj
Sharma– I feel personally honoured that he is here with us this
evening
Ladies and Gentlemen - Professor Suresh Raj Sharma.
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Following our early work in agriculture, staff in CIDT became very
involved in the forestry developments across the country.
This work stated with early implementation the Forestry Master
plan. Following a national needs assessment exercise I became
heavily involved in a wide range of training methodology
developments and the development of a new Forestry Guard
curriculum.
Mr Ram Prasad Lamsal (who is now Joint Secretary of the
MoFSC) was also heavily involved in this work. I’m really sorry to
say that he cannot be here this evening. However he recently told
me that several thousand forest guard staff have now been
trained with the new courses that followed our early work.
This piece of work was however just a small part of the larger
jigsaw of work undertaken transforming the Ministry of Forests
away from “traditional” forestry protection work (often with
firearms and you can see here from the Guards Training course in
Hetadua) into community forestry work.
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Further work in Forestry followed in the 1990s.
CIDT staff worked with the Forestry Research staff and my
colleague Des Mahony was responsible for training a number of
staff in Participatory Rapid Appraisal. Many years later I still meet
staff who talked about this revolutionary approach to rural
development.
Another colleague - Rachel Roland – who I’m delighted is with us
here this evening, spent many months over a three year period
working as a trainer and training manager with the Bagmati
Watershed project funded by the EU.
I later had the pleasure of being involved with a series of staff
development exercises for the DFID funded Nepal UK Community
Development Project (NUCFP) which was the for runner for the
LFP – a topic I will return to very soon.
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In 2006 we started a new project linking ourselves with
Wagenegin University in the Netherlands, the Institute of Forestry
based in Pokhara, but part of Tribuvan University, and the Bhutan
Institute for Natural Resources. This three year project was funded
by the EU and overseen by my colleague Dr Gavin Jordan (who
sends his Nameste and apologies to all – he would have dearly
loved to have been here with us this evening).
And I’m delighted that we can be joined this evening by one of the
key players in the project Professor Dutta of the Institute of
Forestry.
I’m also delighted that our key “task manager” Ranjan Shrestha
from the EU Kathmandu office is able to join us here this evening.
Its great to have you both with us this evening. Thank you both.
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The EU ICT4Sustainable Livelihoods (ICT4SL) project was very
much a complimentary project to the larger 10 year Livelihoods
and Forestry programme funded by DFID.
It is to this programme that I now turn.
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The LFP did not receive a good start in CIDT as the first
thing that happened was that the Programme “poached”
Gaia Allison from us in CIDT!
This is Gaia at her leaving party which incidentally was held
in Rachel Roland’s garden. Thank you Rachel!
For the many of you who know my two daughters - Teala and
Jo – here they are a few years ago listening intently to Gaia
as she made her farewell speech!
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Here’s Gaia a short time later in the LFP office and at the first
Logical Framework review that I had the pleasure of facilitating in
LFP.
Here is the workshop team which includes many well known
faces- if you look around the room I’m sure you will see some of
them. LFP got off to a good start.
Meanwhile Vijay Shrestha seen here in his Wolverhampton
graduation gown was taking over more and more management
responsibility for the LFP programme. More on Vijay later!
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For those of you who do not know LFP these were the districts it
covered - it was a large and complex programme with a team that
grew to well over 100 staff.
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The complexity of LFP was, at times, compounded by the
complexity of the political situation in Nepal.
The programme had to make some very tough decisions during
some very dark days. I can recall the distress of visiting burnout
District Forestry Offices (seen here).
During the violence, many programmes across the country shut
down or came to a premature end. In contrast the LFP
programme continued and adapted its ways of working. Indeed it
pioneered a new way of working along the lines of what was to
become Safe and Effective Development in Conflict (SEDC).
I would like us to all pay a huge tribute to those brave and
courageous staff of the LFP who continued their valuable
development work even in the darkest days. Thank you to all of
them…
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Another important feature of the LFP team was their desire and
ability to reflect upon their practices and then share these
practices with others. Over the years a series of important
documents have been published by the LFP.
Many of these documents are on the table display (on the side)
and many of these documents are referenced in the Decade of
LFP document. I would like to thank all the LFP staff who have
been involved in sharing their development experiences
nationally and indeed internationally.
In relation to this I must quickly just say a quick word of thanks to
another former CIDT student Lizzy Whitehead (seen here) for her
good work with LFP. Like Gaia , Lizzy is now working with DFID in
East Kilbride office in Scotland.
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As you can see in 2006 there were many donor programmes in the
forestry sector.
In order to try and bring donors together I was asked to lead a
large Nepalese team in the undertaking of a large Forestry sector
Human Resources Management and Development study. This was
a multi donor funded piece of work that then allowed the
Government and the many donors then present to later explore
the idea of a Sector Wide Approach in the Forestry Sector.
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For various reasons a Sector Wide approach to the Forestry Sector was
deemed unsuitable. Donors and the ways of doing things were
changing and following the third Output to Purpose Review of the LFP
DFID put a contract to provide Advisory Services (Financial and
Technical Advisory Services) to the LFP team out to public tender.
CIDT bid and were selected for this work and for the past four years I
and the CIDT team have had the pleasure to work closely with the LFP
team.
In the top picture you can see Peter Neil who was then working in
DFID.
Peter very much helped gently guide this change process. Sadly Peter
cannot be with is this evening but I would like us all to thank Peter
both for his long term work in the forestry sector and especially for
his excellent work in the early days of LFP. Thank you Peter.
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In the three/four years that CIDT have been providing support to
the LFP I’m pleased to report that the programme made excellent
progress.
Thanks to Peter Branney for all his thoughtful and quiet advisory
work – often behind the scenes.
Thanks also to Ray Wignal seen here with Vijay and, the unseen,
Gary Butler in our University Finance Department and Dawn
Springthorpe in CIDT for all their good work helping with the
financial operations of LFP.
The peace process allowed further work to be undertaken and
further investments to the LFP to be made. We are all very
grateful to DFID for their confidence in us and for dramatically
increasing their spend on the programme in the past few years.
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One example of new work that new increased spending allow was
the rapid move into Climate Change work. Some really excellent
work was pioneered by the LFP programme.
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The climate change brought new technical challenges and CIDT
were able to help LFP by providing technical expertise in Climate
Change as and when required.
Another area of work that we were able to assist with was staff
development. In the past few years a wide a range of carefully
tailor made staff professional development programmes have
been designed and delivered by my colleagues in CIDT working
alongside key Nepalese colleagues and consultants.
Here you can see Des Mahony talking to a group of LFP staff in
front of the University and Professor Ian Oakes giving a
presentation on how the university is actively working in local and
regional enterprise development.
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The last and most recent group to come to the Wolverhampton
was a specially hand-picked group of staff from across the forestry
sector.
In order to raise public awareness of forest governance at both
national and international level CIDT, with the keen support of
DFID-N and the DFID Senior Forestry Adviser, organised a specific
tailor-made six-week Nepal-Improving Forestry Governance (NIFG) Programme.
Nine key Government officers and eight key CSO/NGO participants
were competitively selected for places on this important
programme.
The staff attended a six-week Nepal - Improving Forestry
Governance (N- IFG) programme. Here they all are relaxing with
my family and a few other friends.
The group look very relaxed but let me assure you their work load
on the very intensive N-IFG programme was considerable.
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Here are the chosen course participants in the official Course photo alongside
John Hudson and Jane Gronow and several other CIDT colleagues including
Jill Edbrooke, Jon MaCartney, Rachel Roland, Des Mahony, Richard
Nyirendra, Dawn Springthorpe, Hayley Gough and Mandy Smith.
As an integral part of the programme held in UK two key presentations
(representing Government of Nepal and CSO perspectives) were made at the
International Illegal Logging meeting at Chatham House in London. I would like to
especially thank two of the participants – Kiran Dongel (Under Secretary of the
Ministry of Forests) and Dil Raj Khanal - supported by Ghana Shyam Pandey
- (FECOFUN) who bravely stood up at Chatham house in London at the
international Illegal Logging Forum and for the first time ever internationally
exposed the serious challenges that the forestry sector in Nepal faces from Illegal
Logging. See
http://www.illegal-logging.info/uploads/Dongol100212.pdf and http://www.illegallogging.info/uploads/Khanal100212.pdf
I would also like to now publically thank Mary Hobley and John Hudson (former
DFID Senior Forestry Adviser) for their quiet but effective coaching work behinds
the scenes that enabled this to happen.
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The final two weeks of the six week IFG programme were held in
Pokhara. Here is the group carefully preparing for the climax of the
programme which was the organisation and conduct of the first
ever “Illegal Logging Meeting” day held here in Kathmandu, with
Chatham House rules.
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Here are a few of the pictures of the first ever “Illegal Logging
Meeting” day held here in Nepal. The recommendations from the
day were subsequently reported. These and indeed the
programme recommendations all still need to be acted upon.
As the new Multi Stakeholder Forestry Programme get underway I
would like to make a personal plea to those with influence not to
forget the importance of good governance in the forestry sector.
There is a lot of critically important work to be done to overcome
some of the serious challenges ahead.
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There are lots of facts and figures here. These are taken from the
Decade of LFP document that you all now have.
Some of these figures are quite remarkable and I would like you all
to take careful note of them. I would also like us to all publically
acknowledge the remarkable achievements of the LFP staff and
their field based colleagues and development partners. Many
thanks to them all. Finally I would like to note one other
important figure. That is the 10 years length of the programme.
Had the LFP been three or even five years it would not have been
the big success that it has been. In my opinion one of the key
factors of success has simply been the 10 years of commitment
that DFID made. Two people were very much behind this decision
– Sam Bickersteath – the DFID Livelihoods Adviser at the time
(and now CEO of CDKN) and John Hudson the Former Senior DFID
Forestry Adviser. Thanks to them for their vision and getting DFID
to commit to a ten year programme.
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We would also like to thank all those who have been
involved in documenting the work of LFP.
However I would like to draw your attention to the
Acknowledgements in this “Decade of LFP” booklet.
All those incredible people involved in LFP are grateful for
the support from the FOREST USERS GROUPS
of the 15 Districts where LFP operated from 2001 to 2011.
This Booklet is dedicated to all those who use and manage
their forests.
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One important aspect of the CIDT involvement with the LFP team has been our
partnership.
Its no great secret that Partnerships do NOT just happen they have to be worked at!
Over the years we have laughed together, we have cried together. Over the past year
we have become very anger together as some things didn’t always go as we had hoped.
This evening I want us all to simply look forward together and celebrate together .
For the future reference these were our agree partnership principles.
There were four major players in the Livelihoods and Forestry Programme Advisory and
Financial Services arrangement with CIDT:
Nepal’s Ministry of Forests & Soil Conservation (MFSC), UK’s Department for
International Development (DFID) who are the sponsors, Centre for International
Development and Training (CIDT) of University of Wolverhampton, and LFP itself
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UNDERLYING PARTNERSHIP PRINCIPLES
The functioning of the LFP–CIDT partnership arrangement was guided by the
following underlying but critically important principles:
Supporting - not managing
The CIDT approach is one of supporting the LFP management team and helping
the LFP team and its partners to articulate their needs and build their capacity in
managing the programme. The overall management of LFP remains the
responsibility of the LFP Programme Manager. The LFP Programme Manager will
retain responsibility for managing the programme funds under the agreed funding
and in line with DFID’s usual accounting practices.
Needs based and flexible
By adopting a supportive role, CIDT will manage the provision of demand-led
technical assistance inputs as required and requested by LFP. Short term
consultancy inputs mentioned in the ToR are indicative only, and may be changed
over time. In order to respond to LFP’s changing needs, the areas for short-term
inputs will be kept open and flexible. LFP will identify the needs/areas of support
required from CIDT.
Giving priority to local inputs
For short-term consultancy inputs, priority will be given to the local (national)
inputs. International inputs will only be provided if the required skills/areas of
experience are not locally available and/or where there are demonstrable tangible
benefits from such inputs.
Building on the existing practices and initiatives
The focus of partnership between CIDT and LFP will be on bringing new skills,
adding value to existing procedures and systems and by providing different
viewpoints (perspectives) to support LFP in overcoming particular issues or
barriers to progress.
Building capacity of the LFP team and its partners
CIDT will assist the LFP team and its partners in articulating their needs and
building their capacity in managing the programme. CIDT’s role is thus to
enable/capacitate LFP to operate and implement the programme smoothly.
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The LFP has a few guests and visitors overs the years.
Lord Paul let me assure you that you are in good company with
LFP!!
Many VIPs have visited…
Claire Short needed no real persuasion – she was here very
quickly… many others followed.
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I must just mention one of the visitors – indeed the one who
visited LFP twice – Mike Foster.
I would like to claim that he did this because he is an alumni of the
University of Wolverhampton but this may not be true! Its is
however true that he’s an alumni of the University.
Indeed not long after his visit to LFP he visited CIDT and used LFP
as an example of a really successful programme that both Nepal
and DFID should feel very proud of.
Here he is talking to one of our Continuous Professional
Development (CPD) programmes – the Managing at The Top
(MATT) programmes – a programme designed for senior Civil
Servants from the top ranks of the Bangladeshi government.
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Okay having looked back I would like to conclude with a few
words about the future.
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As many of you know there has been a fairly bruising bidding
process for elements of the delivery of the new Multi Stakeholder
Forestry Programme.
I would like to publically make it very clear to all here this evening
that we in the CIDT and the University of Wolverhampton are very
happy to support each and every one of the six groups who will be
involved in the delivery of the MSFP.
In my opinion, the important thing is that we all now look
forward, work together and really help the MSFP become a
programme as good as LFP was. I sincerely hope that everyone
can commit to that.
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In the past thirty years, despite all the challenges and some
seriously dark days, Nepal has made good progress as evidenced
by last years UN Human Development Index figures.
We need to help this good progress continue – we can only do this
by working together.
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In the CIDT@40 booklet www.wlv.ac.uk/pdf/cidt-brochure.pdf we
consider five big challenges for development in the next 30 or 40
years.
I suspect most of these apply to Nepal although I will let you make
your own decisions on that.
I want to now end with a few thanks
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Thanks to so many people.
Thanks to all of those listed here.
Thanks to many of whom I’m sure I have forgotten!
Thanks to you for coming this evening.
A huge personal thanks to Vijay but I would like to let others
say “thank you” to him in a more appropriate manner.
I would also like thank the Vice Chancellor of University of
Wolverhampton Professor Geoff Layer for being here this
evening.
I would now like to hand over to him. Professor Geoff
Layer…
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Professor Geoff Layer.

Future links

This evening is all about celebration. Celebration of CIDT’s 30
years of working in Nepal. Celebration of the conclusion of a four
year contract for CIDT to provide advisory services through the
Department for International Development to the Livelihoods and
Forestry Programme. And celebration of the many achievements
of the LFP which has been running for over ten years.
The successes of the programme are testament to the hard work
of the staff from the Livelihoods and Forestry Programme and
partnership organisations, and on behalf of the University of
Wolverhampton I would like to thank you all for your efforts.
Although we have come to the official end of CIDT’s contract with
the Department for International Development to provide
advisory services to the LFP, this is not the end of CIDT’s, or indeed
the University of Wolverhampton’s link to Nepal.
Through our involvement in the LFP, the University of
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Wolverhampton has strengthened existing partnerships, and
developed new ones, and we will continue to build on these in the
years to come.
The role of education in development is key. It’s key for
empowerment and building personal, social, economic and
political development. It is the partnerships and relationships we
build now which will take us into the future.
As you have heard in the late 1980s Professor Suresh Sharma, then
Chief Executive of the CTEVT visited Wolverhampton Polytechnic as
the University was then known, on a short study visit. On returning
to Nepal, he went onto establish Kathmandu University which
opened its doors in 1991. I had the pleasure of visiting Kathmandu
University this morning and it gives me great pleasure to announce
that today Kathmandu University and the University of
Wolverhampton have co signed a Letter of Intent to work together.
Over the coming months we will explore how and where we can
build partnerships to enhance the work of both our institutions.
We already welcome a number of Nepalese students to our
University and I am very glad to welcome some of our alumni here
tonight.
We at the University of Wolverhampton are excited for the future
and the developments that are possible, and we look forward to
furthering our work in Nepal.
Many I wish you all a happy New Nepali Year.
I would now like to hand over to Dr Simon Lucas from DFID, who is
going to say a few words about one of our university alumni, Vijay
Shrestha.
Simon Lucas…
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Dr Simon Lucas. Simon gave a very personal speech of thanks to
Vijay and then presented him with framed and engraved letter of
thanks which stated.
On 12 April 2013, we have gathered to show our
appreciation to;
VIJAYA NARAYAN SHRESTHA
for his 25 years of work with the UK Department for
International Development and his outstanding
contributions to improve the lives of the poor and
excluded through Forestry Sector Development in
Nepal.
We especially thank Vijaya for his leadership of the
highly successful Nepal-UK Community Forestry
Programme and Livelihoods and Forestry Programme.
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You have set the standard for excellence, dedication,
and leadership.
The success of Nepal’s Community Forestry Sector,
recognised globally,
owes much to you. You have inspired and mentored
many, ensuring the
next generation of community forestry leaders are ready
to take up the challenges ahead.
Your contributions and successes will continue to
inspire all of us.
On behalf of the management and staff at DFID Nepal,
past and present,
we wish you all the best in your future.
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Thank you all – Enjoy the evening
Philip N. Dearden

P.N.Dearden@wlv.ac.uk
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